We test whether the population of "extreme" trans-Neptunian objects (eTNOs) detected in the Y4 Dark Energy Survey (DES ) data exhibit azimuthal asymmetries which might be evidence of gravitational perturbations from an unseen super-Earth in a distant orbit. By rotating the orbits of the detected eTNOs, we construct a synthetic population which, when subject to the DES selection function, reproduces the detected distribution of eTNOs in the orbital elements a, e, and i as well as absolute magnitude H, but has uniform distributions in mean anomaly M , longitude of ascending node Ω, and argument of perihelion ω. We then compare the detected distributions in each of Ω, ω, and ≡ Ω + ω to those expected from the isotropic population, using Kuiper's variant of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. The three angles are tested for each of 4 definitions of the eTNO population, choosing among a > (150, 250) AU and perihelion q > (30, 37) AU. These choices yield 3-7 eTNOs in the DES Y4 sample. Among the twelve total tests, two have the likelihood of drawing the observed angles from the isotropic population at p < 0.05. The 3 detections at a > 250, q > 37 AU, and the 4 detections at a > 250, q > 30 AU, have Ω distribution with p = 0.03 of coming from the isotropic construction, but this is not strong evidence of anisotropy given the 12 different tests. The DES data taken on their own are thus consistent with azimuthal isotropy and do not require a "Planet 9" hypothesis. The limited sky coverage and object count mean, however, that the DES data by no means falsify this hypothesis.
INTRODUCTION
note that the sample of (then) known trans-Neptunian objects (TNOs) with semi-major axis a > 150 AU and perihelion q > 30 AU seemed clustered in their arguments of perihelion (ω) around 0 • . Batygin & Brown (2016) argue that TNOs with a > 250 AU are also clustered in their longitude of ascending node (Ω), defining the direction of the orbital pole, and in longitude of perihelion, ≡ Ω + ω, which determines the apsidal orientation of the orbit, which would indicate a physical alignment of the orbits. The hypothesized dynamical mechanism to stabilize these angles is the presence of a distant planetary mass perturber ("Planet 9"), extensively reviewed in Batygin et al. (2019) , but question remains as to the statistical significance of this clustering in the face of survey selection effects (Shankman et al. 2017; Kavelaars et al. 2019 ).
Since Trujillo & Sheppard (2014) , numerous other of these "extreme" TNOs (eTNOs) have been discovered (Bannister et al. 2016; Sheppard & Trujillo 2016; Bannister et al. 2018; Becker et al. 2018; Khain et al. 2018 Khain et al. , 2020 Sheppard et al. 2019; Bernardinelli et al. 2020) . Shankman et al. (2017) present an analysis of the OSSOS (Bannister et al. 2016; Bannister et al. 2018 ) sample of extreme TNOs, using a survey simulator to demonstrate the non-intuitive biases involved in detecting such objects, and to conclude that the distribution of the 8 OSSOS eTNOs is consistent with uniformity in Ω, ω, and . 1 . Sheppard et al. (2019) claim a small significance clustering in the objects with low observational biases, and the analysis of the Minor Planet Center sample by Batygin & Brown (2016) , Brown (2017) and claims that there is a small chance of accidental clustering of these objects, albeit with less complete information about the selection function of the discovery surveys.
We conduct here an independent test of azimuthal isotropy using the eTNOs detected by the Dark Energy Survey (DES, Bernardinelli et al. 2020) , fully accounting for this survey's observational characteristics and recoverability. More precisely: we seek a model of the underlying population of eTNOs which (1) is uniformly distributed in Ω and ω (and hence in ) as well as in mean anomaly M , and which (2) after applying the survey selection function, predicts a distribution in {a, e, i, H, Ω, ω} which is consistent with that of the true eTNO sample. If we find such an isotropic distribution which matches the observations, we cannot claim evidence of orbital alignments in the DES Y4 eTNO sample. A similar analysis using this survey's difference imaging sample has been presented in Hamilton (2019) .
SAMPLE OF EXTREME TRANS-NEPTUNIAN OBJECTS
The DES surveyed 5000 deg 2 of sky repeatedly over six observing seasons (2013-2019) with the 3 deg 2 , 520 Mpix Dark Energy Camera (Flaugher et al. 2015, DECam) in the grizY optical/NIR bands. The full (wide) survey tiles the footprint with 10 × 90 seconds exposures in the griz bands and 6 × 45 + 2 × 90 seconds exposures in Y band, with a total of ≈ 80, 000 exposures. Bernardinelli et al. (2020) describe the methodology that allows the recovery of TNOs in the DES, and presents a catalog of 316 TNOs detected in the first four years of the survey (Y4; ≈ 60, 000 images). These objects have multi-year arcs, at least 6 unique nights of detections, and grizY photometry, yielding uncertainties in orbital elements and H that are negligible for the isotropy test. Bernardinelli et al. (2020) also introduces a methodology for testing the completeness of the survey, which will be extended in this work.
Among the 316 objects of the Y4 sample, seven satisfy the original eTNO definition of Trujillo & Sheppard (2014) : a > 150 AU and q > 30 AU. The barycentric orbital elements and absolute magnitudes of these objects are presented in table 1. Given that the angular clustering has been claimed to be present in a variety of subsets of this loosest definition, we will conduct our tests for four cases:
1. a > 150 AU, q > 30 AU (the full 7-object set) 2. a > 250 AU, q > 30 AU (4 DES objects), where Batygin & Brown (2016) claim there is a clustering in Ω and ;
3. a > 150 AU, q > 37 AU (4 DES objects), eliminating objects with the stronger interactions with Neptune (Lykawka & Mukai 2007) ; 4. a > 250 AU, q > 37 AU (3 DES objects), combining both restrictions.
The objects belonging to the fourth case are the ones least influenced by Neptune and thus offer the cleanest test for influences from a Planet 9. Given the small observed population for case (4), however, the tests are going to be weak, and we are wise to also examine the less-restrictive cases (1)-(3) despite potentially weaker signals. Figure 1 . Ecliptic xy plane projection of the orbits of the seven eTNOs. The dark shaded region in both panels represents the ecliptic extent of the DES footprint at ecliptic latitude = −45 • , and the longitudinal extent of the footprint at lower is denoted by the red ( = 0 • ) and blue ( = −30 • ) radial lines in the left panel. Dashed lines represent orbits with q > 37 AU, while dotted represent q < 37 AU. The green lines correspond to objects with a > 250 AU, and the purple to the ones with 150 < a < 250 AU. The right panel presents a closer view of the orbits, with a star denoting the location of each detection and circles the perihelion location of each orbit. The blue circle represents the approximate location of Neptune's orbit, and the black one represents a distance of 37 AU from the center.
We note that the DES eTNO sample does not overlap with the ones analyzed by Batygin & Brown (2016) , Brown (2017), Sheppard et al. (2019) , nor the OSSOS sample of Shankman et al. (2017) , thus making this test largely statistically independent of these predecessors.
SIMULATED ISOTROPIC POPULATION
We use a simple construction to create a population that is isotropic in {M, Ω, ω} but predicts a distribution p(a, e, i, H|s) (conditioned on successful detection s) that is consistent with that of the detected eTNOs. Indexing the latter by j, we posit an underlying population with
In this equation, u(θ) is a uniform distribution over (0, 2π), δ is the Dirac delta function, and p(s|a, e, i, H) is the probability of detection of an eTNO in DES when averaged over (M, Ω, ω) . In other words we replicate each detected object, randomizing its Ω, ω, and M , and weighting inversely by the fraction of randomized objects that are detected. It is then easy to see that the randomized ensemble has a distribution p(a, e, i,
and therefore is a precise match to the detected ensemble. While of course not a realistic model of the underlying eTNO population, it is the simplest way to create a synthetic population that meets the criteria of isotropy and agreement with the distribution of "uninteresting" parameters.
To realize the simulated population described by Equation (1), we start by creating 40 million clones of each detected eTNO j for which Ω, ω, and M have been redistributed uniformly while retaining a, e, i, and H. We limit the sampling of M to be uniform between −15 • and 15 • , as all of the detected objects would be too distant and faint to be detected outside this range. For each member of the simulated swarm, we determine all exposures for which the object would be inside a functional DECam CCD and proceed to use the probability p(m) that a point source with magnitude m would be detected in this exposure (see section 2.6 of Bernardinelli et al. 2020 ). If p(m) for the simulated object's m is larger than a random unit deviate, this observation is considered a detection of this object.
Once we evaluate all exposures that contain the orbit, we apply the selection criteria used by Bernardinelli et al. (2020) for the DES Y4 search: the number of unique nights in which an object was detected must satisfy NUNIQUE ≥ 6; the length of the orbital arc must satisfy ARC > 6 months; and the shortest arc that remains after eliminating any night of detections must also satisfy ARCCUT > 6 months.
The fraction of all simulated clones of object j that survive these cuts defines the p(s|a, e, i, H) that is in the denominator of Equation (1). Once the simulation is complete, we can calculate the expected p(Ω|s), p(ω|s), and p( |s) of the isotropic population by a histogram of the values for all the clones deemed as detections (weighting inversely by the p(s) values). Figure 2 shows these angular selection functions for each of the four eTNO definitions and each of the three angles. The DES selection function for longitude of perihelion ( ) is seen to be quite narrow. This is not surprising, since the DES footprint is confined to a narrow range of ecliptic longitude, and we will have a strong bias toward objects that reach perihelion within the footprint, particularly for the high e's typical of eTNOs. The strong bias in Ω seen in Figure 2 is also easily understood as a consequence of the DES footprint being almost entirely in the southern ecliptic hemisphere, in a limited range of ecliptic longitude.
ISOTROPY TESTS
We compare the p(θ|s) probability distributions derived for an underlying azimuthally isotropic population to the observed distribution of θ ∈ {Ω, ω, } by applying Kuiper's test (Kuiper 1960) , an extension of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test that is invariant under cyclic permutations as well as being sensitive both in the median and in the tails of the distribution. Table 2 reports the p-value of this test for each combination of orbital angle and eTNO definition, for a total of 12 tests. The p-value is, as usual, the probability that a Kuiper statistic value as high as the one observed would arise if the angles were drawn from the isotropic population.
The p-values for the Kuiper test indicate that the DES observations are consistent with being drawn from the isotropic population model, with the possible exception of a low-significance discrepancy (p = 0.03) in the longitude of ascending node (Ω) distribution for cases (2) and (4) at a > 250 AU. Note that we have performed 12 distinct tests in a small data set, so we cannot claim a significant clustering from a single test at this p-value. Given that the 12 tests are highly correlated, we unfortunately have no straightforward means of determining an overall significance of the ensemble. The p-values of the ensembles remain very sensitive to small changes in the eTNO definition, due to the small number of detections, which counsels further caution in assigning significance to the appearance of p = 0.03 values in our ensemble of tests. For example, adopting an eTNO definition of a > 230 AU (following Brown 2017; , yields p-values for the {ω, Ω, } distributions of {0.475, 0.007, 0.586}, respectively. While the nodal clustering becomes apparently stronger, this is not the only variable in which claim a signal for their sample, and there is no evidence for clustering in ω or , the variables in which the eTNO alignments are claimed as strongest. Figure 2 . Relative probability histograms of Ω, ω, and for the detected members of a parent population constructed to be intrinsically isotropic in these variables while exactly reproducing the observed (a, e, i, H) distribution of the detection objects. Histograms are shown for each of the four cases of eTNO definitions given in section 2-note that the angular selection functions are very robust to choice of the underlying population. The vertical lines denote the angles at which objects were actually detected in the DES Y4 search. The line color denotes the semi-major axis range (purple, 150 < a < 250 AU; green, a > 250 AU), and the line style denotes the perihelion range (dotted, 30 < q < 37 AU; dashed, q > 37 AU).
One other statistic that we can use to judge the agreement between the observed and isotropic population is the overall likelihood of the observed values of orbital angle θ:
taking the probabiity densities p(θ|s) directly from the simulation-derived histograms in Figure 2 . While the ensemble likelihoods L are not themselves readily interpretable, we can produce an expected cumulative distribution function for L under the null hypothesis (isotropy) by calculating it for a large number of sets of "detections" drawn at random from the simulated population. We denote by f the fraction of sets of simulated isotropic detections that yield L lower than that for the true detected objects. The f -values for each combination of orbital angle θ ∈ {Ω, ω, } and eTNO definition are also listed in Table 2 . For , all f -values are in the 20 ∼ 30% range, and in the 50 ∼ 60% range for Ω, so the measured angles are not particularly likely or unlikely given the survey's selection functions. All eTNO definitions present a very high f (> 90%) for ω, Table 2 . p-values derived using Kuiper's test applied the four distinct eTNO definitions (section 2) studied here measuring how likely it is that the measured objects come from an uniform underlying distribution. The f values represent the fraction of simulated isotropric detections that yield a likelihood L lower than the one for the true objects.
Case
Case 1 meaning that these detections are among the most likely outcomes possible given the uniform distribution. This is not a surprise, since visual inspection of the ω selection functions (figure 2) shows that all objects are in the region of highest probability. In sum, the L statistics are fully compatible with the null hypothesis of isotropy.
ALTERNATIVE ANALYSIS
A distinct analysis of the isotropy of DES extreme-TNO detections is reported in full by Hamilton (2019) , reaching the same conclusions as presented above, namely that the DES data do not by themselves offer strong evidence of alignments in the outermost known solar system. We highlight the major ways in which the Hamilton (2019) analysis differs from that presented above-details can be found in the publication.
• Single-night transients were discovered using difference imaging (Kessler et al. 2015; Herner et al. 2020) , rather than the catalog-level comparisons of Bernardinelli et al. (2020) .
• The difference imaging was executed on a subset of the first three years of DES imaging, rather than on the full four-year data reported herein.
• The alternative analysis includes TNOs discovered in the DES supernova-search fields, whereas the Y4 analysis herein does not.
• Different software and algorithms were used to link TNOs from the collection of detected transients.
• The detection completeness of individual exposures for point sources was determined by measuring the signalto-noise ratio of sources of fixed, bright magnitude injected directly into the images, and calibrating this S/N level into a point-source completeness threshold (Kessler et al. 2015) . The method of Bernardinelli et al. (2020) is to determine detection efficiency vs. magnitude using faint stars in the fields.
• The alternative analysis creates expected distributions for Ω, , and ω using a null hypothesis positing a chosen smooth distribution of sources in the space of {a, e, i, H} with isotropy in {Ω, ω}, as opposed to this paper's technique of building the null-hypothesis population from isotropized copies of the discovered objects.
This difference-imaging search yields a sample of 4 TNOs meeting a definition of "extreme" as a > 250 AU, q > 30 AU, the same as Case 2 above-although these are not the same 4 objects as in the Case 2 analysis. are found to be exceeded by 8%, 24%, and 43% of the null-hypothesis distributions, respectively (see Figure 5 .3). This leads to the same conclusions as the corresponding values of 3%, 34%, and 38% for Case 2 in Table 2 .
CONCLUSION
We succeeded with little difficulty in creating an isotropic population model for eTNOs that matches the DES observations. The populations at a > 250 AU are only marginally compatible with isotropy (p ≈ 0.03), but this discrepancy is not strong enough to falsify the isotropy hypothesis given the small samples and multiple variables that we test.
We note that the consistency with an isotropic model does not falsify the Planet 9 hypothesis. Falsification would require that one show that all population models under this hypothesis are inconsistent with the data. The DES selection function is narrow in , reducing our sensitivity to true anisotropies. On the other hand, with a larger sample any distribution that is not constant across our limited window would eventually be detectable. When the full six years of DES observations are analyzed, the geometry of the selection functions should not change much, but the final catalog is expected to yield detections 0.5 magnitudes deeper, likely increasing the total number of eTNOs in our sample. retains a non-exclusive, paid-up, irrevocable, world-wide license to publish or reproduce the published form of this manuscript, or allow others to do so, for United States Government purposes.
